
Chapter II 

PHENOMENOLOGICAL .METHOD AND PERSPEO!''lVE :--:- . 

•' 

The word "Phenomenology" is used by ~usserl. to denote 
.. . . 1 

a method as well as a discip~ine_or a system of thought. It 

is true that no.rnethod c~n whol!Y be divorced from ce~ain 

presuppositions in the content of thought~ But in ~he case of 

phenomenology, the intertwi11ing of method and content is so 

close. that it often appears doubtful whether purely methodological 

ideas can be distinguished at all from their actual content. 

The .reason perhaps is this that the phenomenological method is 

not devised by keeping· itself free from the actual content at 

any particular stage of Husser! 1 s ph_ilosophical career. Rather, 

it is a product of· gradual development of his philo.sophical 

tho~ght. It remains always in the making thxough a number of 

intellectual periods of Husserl 1 s thought. Inspite of having 

this dynamic character· of Husserl 1 s philosophical investigatio~ 

it has developed a definite philosophical perspective which 

persists through all the changes. This philosophical perspective 

1 
II 

Husserl says 1 Phenomenology ; this denotes a science, 
a system of Scientific disciplines. But it also 
and above all denotes a method and an attitude of 
mind, the specific~lly_ philosophical. attitude of 
mind, the specifically Philosophical method.;. 

Husser!, E., The Idea of ·l?henomeno~ pp.lB-19. 
Translated by W .P. Alston ano G.Nakhnikian, 
Martii1US Nishoff, ·"The Hague, 1964. 



consists of the following basic ideas 1 I. The Ideal of 

~resuppositionless Philosophy, II. The ~ecnnique of . . ' . 
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Phenomenological. Reduct io~s, ~II. Transcendental Consciousness 1 

Its. Intentipnal. Character, .. rt •. The Concept of th~ Ego, 

V. Transc;:endental Subjectivity, VIo ~henomenological ~qnstitution. 
' ' ' I ' 

Let us now give a conceptual elaboration of these key issues in 

the follol"'ing J 

I. The Ideal of Presupoositionless PhilosophY 

The first and foremost methodological principle of 

philosophy, according to Husser!, is that it must be free from 

presuppositions. In paragraph 63 of Ideas b l'Jusserl says a 

nit (Phenomenology) demands .the eompl etest freedom ·from· all 

assumptions." 1 · 

'l'he term ttpresupposition~ harbours some ambiguity. I~s 

literal meaning is that t~hich is "l?osited. as holding or existing 
2 

in advance11 •. Broadly speaking, it refers to any kind of 

supposition or assumption. It may be in the sphere of ideal or 

material, a process of experience, a realm of existence or a 

formal principle. 

------ -----------------------------------------------------
1 

2 

Husser!, E., Ideas, p •. 187~ 

Translated by w.R. Boyce Gibso~ George Allen and 
Unwin Ltds, lsondo~ 5th .Impression, 1969 .•. 

Farber, M., 'J:he Aims of Phenomenology; P• 20. 
Harper Tqrch bool<s, Harper and Row Publisher~ 
Ne~rJ Yor~ 1966• 
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It ~s to be- noted h~re :that phenom.enological method is 

entire!~ o rien:ted tot'\lard one. goal, . that of founding philosophy 
n . 

~Y ~·rigorous Hl!sserl means 
- ... 

that which does· nqt take a;nyth-1-ng for granted 't'litho\,lt ·giving 

sufficient reasons for it. .The. 2!· .• f_a_c._t:;o sciences which we have 

today are not •• rigorous" in this sense since they Clre. full of 

unJustified presuppositions which they cannot validate in their 

own framework~ E.-G., Newtonian physics cannot justify its laws 

of :motion which are its vital p·resuppositions~ Philosophy. in 

oxder to be rigorous scien~e, mu~t sa~isfy the requirement .of 

f~eedom from presuppositions ~ all assumptions which cannot be 

justified in terms of phenqmenological intuition. 
' < I < 

· According· to this ·.id'eal, one cannot assume anything or 

take anything for granted unless there is proper reason for 

accepting it~. our .acts of thought. refer to external or. even 

non-existent and ficticious· objects,. .aut the ·assertions conceming 

these obj e::~s cannot be assum.ed_ to be true when one is engaged 

in philosophizing. The "?,hysical" and ''psychical" realities that 

transcend consciousness, cannot be taken fo_r grant~. A tr1.1e 

philosophical di~cipline is not at all concerned \~ith the 

questions relating to the existence or non .... existence of "physical" 

and "psychical" realitie;s~ Ji(;athe_r, it should remain indifferent 

to them. For Husserl, the metaphysical: questions i.e. ·the questions 

about the nature and existence of the external ~rorld or reality are 

~u,ite irrelevant to philosopl}y which would claim itsel.f to be a 
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.rigorous and first 'science. No ·asse·rtation can be made of real 

eJdstE:mce and hence the premises \thich are «rat-m from metaphysics, 

natural science and psychology a~e totally irrelevant to erect a 

philosophical edifice which would be a strict and ideal science. 

Such a scientific philosophy ·would give strict foundation to all 
\ 

empirical .sciences. Acco·J:Ciing to i-tarvin Farber : nIt is this 

metaphysical, natural-scientific and psychical ·freedom from 

presuppositions and no other kinQ., that Huss(!;ri proposed to 

realise at this time." 1 

Husser! claims that the method of philosophy is to be 

6~ radical" in the sense that it does not talte for granted any 

assumptions, beliefs regarding the existence of physical and 

psychical things.. Even the physical existence and psychical 

faculties of one '!.'l1ho is philosophising cannot be presupposed. 

For, if once anything is presupposed dogmatically \'l1hile one has 

to build up a system of scientific philosophy; then there is a 

possibility of the philosophy to turn out to be a dogmatic one which 

cannot have a scientific knowledge. The hidden presuppositions 

may vitiate the whole of philosophy and as a result, the 

conclusions reached by such philosophy may collapse into nothing. 

The natural sciences and psychology take things for granted in 

their pre-given conoi1;.ions• Inspite of having a critical 

attitude of their o~ natural sciences as well as psychology 
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assume ~h-e physica~ and psy,C?l)i~al f~cts. beforehan9. They never 

question the natural .attitude .which harbours the. so-called 

scientific and pre-scientific statements. ~he spirit of a 

strict or 'rigorous• science would be to count nothing as really 
: ' . ' . 

scientific l'Jhich cannot; be fUlly justified by the evidence. Hence, . . . 

philosophy must realise this spj.~it ot: .a st.rict science in oxaer 

to be a source of all.apodicticity. 

In short, Husserl 1 s methodo·logical principle of presupposi

tionlessness requires that ail scientific and prescientif~c state-

menta o.f the assertations concerning the existence in ·space and 

time, causal connection etc. must never be presupposed.~ Rather, 

they must be eliminated in order to satisfy the methodological 

requir>ement of a scieQtifi~·philosophy which is expected to provide 

a strict foundation for the ~ facto sciences by making possible 

a methodological reform of a.ll of them.. No unexamined assumptions 

or hypotneses or prejudgements relating to natural world can be 

accepted unless there is any reason for clearly positing them~ 

And ~ t'llould be the basic spirit o:{: a "rigorous" science - the 

Husserlian designation for. 11 ~hilosophy". 

It must b~ noted he~ that by setting down the ideal of 

presuppositionlessness in his procedure, Husser! does not t~ to 

eradicate from his method all· kinds of assumptions ana thereby 

to begin philosophising from nothing. In his 11 Introauctionn to the 

English edition of Ideas ~1 Husserl has made a distinction between 

--------d----------~--;--~-----------------·-----------------------------



"presuppositions of a positive kinc311 and 11 the totality of 

presuppositions that can be taken for granted••• The latter 

kina of presuppositions must always be there from where 

25 

philosophy begins its_journey. It is an absolute basi~ a ground 

of unquestioned being, in which all means of solution must be 

contained~u 1 This is referred to as the subjectivity of 

consciousness - na self~evident basic requirement of any rational 

methoa. 112 Thus phenomenological method assumes at least one 

self-evident principle as its point of. depa~ure, though it is 

not explicitly acknowledged to be a presuppositiOn. 

' . . 
The ideal of presuppositionlessness is a basic but 

. . 
important principle of phenomenological method. Husserl wants 

to establish philosophy on a bapis of unimpeachable rationality 

which claims to be rigoxous from its earliest beginnings• And 

this ambition can be fulfilled, Husse~l realises only by the 

rigid application of phenom.!=!nological method having the scientific 

rigor of being presuppositionless. For Hu.,c:;serl, "to be 

presuppo·sitionless" and "to be certain" are synonemous expressions. 

The main spirit of the ideal is that one must proceed towards 

establishing a· source of apodictic knowledge by thoroughly and 

systematically examining all the na.ive beliefs and prejudices and 

l 

2 

Husserl, E •• "Phenomenology". . 
· Translated by Richaxd E. Palmer and published for the 

first time in ~cyclop~adia Britanni~~ (1927) and 
included in Husser! : snorter v~orks P~l-1cCormik and 
F-.~lliston uniVersity of Notre Dame ~.>ress, 1981. 

ibid• ·-
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thus nothing is left t"lhich is open to doubt. 'l'he unjustifiea 

assumptions may contain something Which may vitiate one's 

whole philosqphical endeavour or may reduce it into a dogmatism. 

It is only the procedure of presuppositionlessness which 

guarantees philosophical thinking as having scientific rigor. 

II. ~Technique of Phenomenological Reductions 

As a matter of historical record, philosophy is saia to 

have originated when man begins to question the world which is 

11 spread out in space enalessly and in time becoming and become 

without end111 and seeks to have a rational foundation for it. 

To demand a rational foundation for the world is to take a 

radical attitude to it. Instead of accepting the natural world 

which the natural attitude demands, one has to take a changed 

or radical attitude to provide a rational foundation for it• 

This departure from the naturalist attitude to a truly philoso

phical attitu:ie is called by Huss.erl "the phenomenological 

reduction." 

Husserl develops tiis nheocy of reduction on the basis of 

his radical criticism of the c;na'cural attitude"·· 'l'he 

phenomenological_ _;~duction' eliminates the .. general thesis11 of 

the natural standpoint as such •. ·· Husserl proceeds by levelling 

-------------------
1 Husserl, E., Ideas I, p;.. --
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radical criticism against· the natural standpoint before he 

goes on to elaborate his theory of reduction. Husserl's motive 

behind the criticisms of naturalistic standpoint is to show that 

the method of reduction involves the questioning of all one's 

presuppositions about the world. He who philosophizes must have 

to take a radical attitude '1.'11hich consists in disregarding the 

presuppositions of a world e~dsting independently of us. He has 

to suspend the judgements which are consisting of certain commonly 

held beliefs and prejudices regarding the transcendent world to 

lay the foundation of a 11 scientific" philosophy. The 

phenomenological reduction is an important device by the radical 

performance of which one can adopt a neutral position with 

regard to the transcendent reality. To describe this neutral 

attitude to the natural world, Husse~l uses the Gxeek term 

'epoche', which is used by Greek sceptics to refer to a suspension 

of judgements. Being a mathematician, Husserl also identifies 

the pasic meaning of reduction with the mathematical operation 

of bracketing. 1 The underlying idea of this metaphor is that a 

philosopher should detach or disconnect himself fxom the context 

of his naive or natural living~ A mathematician paranthesizes a 

·mathematical equation, not in order to elimina:te it, but to put 

it out of question for the t:ime being in oraer to concentrate 

on the larger context of the equation. Likewise, a philosopher 

must have to 11 put out of action" of one• s all the presuppositions 

· by placing them in bracket while engaged in philosophical activity. 

1 Husserl seems to have used the three terms - "phenomenological 
rec.luction", .. epoche'', "bracketing" inte rc;=hangeably and 
therefore, they may_be regaxded as synonymous. 
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The first and most fundamental aspect of the, technique 
' 

of reduction is neg@tive. It seeks to eliminate the "factua~ity'' 

which is the root of all contingency and hence of doubt f~Dm the 

object of investigation. But this does not in an¥ mean the 

elimination of existence itself. Reduction simply means the 

elimination of natural attitude which we generally cherish with 

regard to transcendent world. The existence/transcendence is 

simply bracketed in the sense that no position is taken either 

for or against. By putting the transcendence into bracket, it 

is pointed out that existence/transcendence does not have any 

significance for phenomenology. So, it is simply left out of 

consideration by executing the radical technique of reduction. 

Husserl says : 11 I may freely .5!!?~.2.!D from entertaining any belief 
,. 

about experience - which .1 did ... This simply means that I refuse 

to assert the reality of the world •••• 1 must similarly abstain 

from any other of my opinions, jud.gements, and valuations about 

the world, since these likewise assume the reality of the worla.•• 1 

Further, to put the transcendent reality into bracket does not 

mean to deny it~ I~ simply means to refrain from making any 
. 

conunent with regard to its existence. Moreover, to suspend 

"the natural thesis" does not mean to transform it into 

anti-thesis, or indecision or doubt~ Rather it is something 

unique,. lt is unique in the sense tqat by putting it into 

operation, a philosopher keeps his way of philosophizing free 

from the influence of "natural thesis". The entire natural t-Jorld 

--------------------------------------------------------------------1 Husserl, E., ·l:!l2 Paris 'Lect~~ PP• 7"'!8, 'l' r. by Peter 
I<.oestenbaum, Martinus Nijho~f, The Hague, 2nd edition, 1975. 
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which is out there continually for me and of which . :;r f,lm 

continually conscious, will remain so for ever, even though 

I decide to put it in·to. bracl~et. Reduction affects neither the 

existence of the natural worlo nor the exis~ence of philosopher 
' himself as· a natural being. Thet is to .say, it changes nothing 

;f.n ·the \vorld~ vlith the execution of reduction "he loses nothing 

of their being and their objective truths and. likewise nothing 

at all of the spiritual acquisitions of his vlo~ld-l;J.fe or those 

of the whole historical communal lifet he simpl~ forbids himself 

as a philosopher, in the uniqueness of his directioq of interest -

to continue the whole natur&l perfo~ance of his vrorld-life; 

that i~ he forbids himself to ask questions which rest upon 
.. 

the ground of the world at hand,. questions of bein<J, questions 

of value, practical question~. ~estions about being or 

not'!"be!ng, about being valuable. being .. 11seful, being be~utiful,. 

being good, etc~· All natural :interests a;e put out .of play. 

But the t"/orld, exactly as it. was for ma earlier. an.d still is, 

as my \-Jorld, our 1:1orld, humanity's. world, having validity in 

its various· subjective ways, has not disappeared.'~ 1 

Now a quest .. ion may arise s which things a.re needed to be 

bracketed ? From his tiritings .it appears that !iusserl proposes 

to bracket out the following at one time or another : 

(~·The Pnenomenological epoche requires that we would 

abstain from making any judgement at all regarding the 

------------------------------------------------------
1 Husserl, E., ~ crisis of European_2£iences and Transcendental 

l?henomenol2,9l!", p~ 152.. 'l' rans., by· David c-arr, Northwestem 
University Press, Evanston, 1970. 
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theoretical content of all previous philosophical theories 

which may be held in abeyance: we must detach ourselves from 

such philosophical theories as are constructed on the 

presupposition that a world exists independently. 

( ii) Husserl proposes to suspend all common sense prejudices 

t"lhich are the characteristics of the natural attitude. our 

perception of a table, for instance, on which I am writing, 

involves the belief that a physical table is present Sll!:!: the£!• 

This belief of having the existence o·f the table is not 

necessarily true and also not necessarily false either. It is 

contingant or accidental and therefore, has to be kept under 

suspension. s imilarl~r, all our physical phenomena are also 

subjected to the same fate. In the \'lords of Hussexol, "with the 

suspending of the natural wo·rld, physical and psychological, all 

individual objectivities tvhich are const~tuted through the 

functional. activities of consciousness in valuation and in 

practice c,:).re suspended all varieties of cultural expression,, 

v1orks o£ the technical .. and of the fine arts, of the sciences also 

(so far as we accept them as cultural facts and not as validity .. 

systems), aesthetic and practical values of every shape and fbrm. 

Natural in the same sense are also .realities of such kinds as 
' ··- 1 

state, moral custom, lat,, religion."· 

(iii) The so-called scientific outlook as it is understood 

in our quotodian experience as well as in scientific perceptions 

1 Husserl,E., .;deaa, op.ci!,., p.l7f. 



is needed to be bracketed. "Theret'Iith all the· sciences natural 

!IDSL~~ .. a,!, with the entire knowledge they have accumulated, 

·undergo ,2!.§.5Smnection as sciences which require for their 

development the natural standpoint" • 1 

(iv) Even the world of mathematical objects as they contain 

transcendent claims are required to be universally bracketed .• 

'Xhe formal logic and .all the disciplines of formal Mathes!;. 

e,. 9• · t~e algebra, . theory of numbersi theory of. -manif~lds and so 

forth. 14'rhe theoretical framework of the mathematical disciplines 
,, 

and all the the-orems which a·evelop within it cannot be. o·f ·any 
2 

ser:v ice .. ·• Further, ths eidetic sciences i.e., the ·sciences 

which belongs essentially to the physical objectivity of Nature 

as such have to be disconnected. For exanples· Geometry, 

Kinematics, the "pure'' physics of matter. 

(v) Together with all these, the process of reduction is 

needed to be extended to another peculiar transcendence "which 

comes to kno\'Jledge in a highly mec:liated fornt', namely, God. 

Though this 11 intuitable actuality" is called Absolute, yet it is 

quite different from the Absoluteness of pure consciousness. 

Bence, it is transcendent in a diffex-ent sense. Husserl 

prono1.mces ; ~'t'IE'l extend the phenomenological· reduction to this 
' • I ' , 3 

••Absolute" and to this"tlianscendent ... 

----~----·~~~---------------------------~-----------------------1 Husserl,·E., .!S.2!!4t .9:e.a.c1t., p.171. 

2 Ibi2~~ p.l76. 

3 ~.,p~l74. 
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.{vi) (a) The phenomen'ologicai reduction is required to be 
t ' ' ' 

carried out "!.'lith regard 'to the historico-errpirical ego \'llhic'!h 

is a part of transcendent, reaiity. This reduction is callea by 
. . . . '·', . . . . ' . l 

Husserl "the reduction to the sphere of ownnessh. (b) With the 
- . 

sel£-suspendin,g of the phenomenologist him~elf, he also carefully 

SUSpend .all.the judgements ·.Which are based .On qr which .invol.yes 

the other~ 
~ -

The reductive method is transferred ftom self-experience 
to the experience of ·others insofar as there can be 
applied to the envisaged mental life of the other the 
corresponding brack~ing and. description according to 
the subjective 11 How" of its appearance and what is 

- . . ~ 2 . . api:'e.ar.l.n'.::l • . ' ' . . ' 'r . 

The operation o·f reduct.:t.on .involves several steps. As 

Husser! himseif acknowledges, "'on grounds of· method this operation 

1.-1ili $Plit up i~to dtffer~t' steps of 1disconnexion • or bracketing, 
. ' . . . 

and thus our method will assume.the character of a graded 
. r 3 

reduction11
• Husser! seem~ to have. distinguished at least three 

stages of- reduction~ . 4 . ' 
Some interpreters of Husser! have been 

. ' ' 

able to determine some additional steps of.the same. ·For our 

purposes, to7e discuss the brqadly-distinguished three stage~ of 

----~-------------·--------------------------------------·-------------
1 Husserl, E., Cartesian Meditations, P• 

Trans~by I).C§,\.ims, .Martinus Nihoff, The Hague, 1960. 
·. . ~ ~- -. . 

Z Hus~erl,E., Encyclowaedia Britann~ca article on 
.. "Phenomenology l1927), op.ci~., p.2sl! 

3 

4 Quen:tin, Lane~ Phenomenology, pp~ so· onwards. 
Hax:per To.rch books. Harper & Row Publishers, 
~ew· York, 196~. 
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reduct~C?n, namely, phen~menological redu9tion, eidetic reduction 

and t:r;anscel;ld.ental. reduc;:tion.. ~.I?he ·first stage, namely, 

phenomenological red~c~_io~. s~ems -t;o be the most important step 

for. Husserlian methodolo_gy,. 'l'he oth~r tt1o stages q.re the 

refinements and variations .of the first. But it must be notea 
' ' ... ' ' . ' '. 

here that a+l the three s~a~es of. reduction taken together 

composes u the phenomenological reduction". 

(a) Phenomenological reduc·l:ion : For this reduction, we 

require to suspend ''the general thesis11 of beiief in an 
' 

inoependent realit·y togetne.t with c;ill other transcendences, 

even our scientific thinking. 

Our· perception ·of a ·table, for exanple, involves the 

belief that a table. as a "physical thing is present in front of 

me~ such beliefs have to be. kept in disconnection. Even a 

mathematical number e·. g~ the. number 2 shou.la not be thought_ as 
. . . ' 

having an objective, ext ramen tal existence. The number 2 can 

be tl~ought inaependently. of the things to which it is applied 

in our practical. life~ 

(b) Eidetic reauction 1 It is a stage of reduction in 

which all ·references_to indiyiduals_ano particulars are dropped 

and th:creby one reaches. ou~. to Qeneral essences. In this stage. 

the iildiviauql ·Shl-.fl_ges.§ or· ~_s!tne.§.§ is. era~~c~tea. In other 

wo:rCls, it .cis a reducti?n .f~om ·.mete particular facts to general 

essences ·taking ·the word "essence" roughly. in the sense of 
'. ' 
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.. . 
platonic 11 eidos,.. Iri :Husser!• s own language ·, •• It is ,gnly the 

individual element which phenomenology ignor~~ whilst it raises 

the whole essential content in its concrete f~lness into 
.. 

. . . ; l" 
eidetic;: consciousness". .In the case of perception of a chair-

~ 

e.g., I grasp the perception itself as given essentially to my 

pure intuition. 

(c) Having put into bracket literally gyetY,t~ins what we 

reach is the pure e_gg. This operation is called by ausserl 
2 

.. the transcendental reduct~on". Husserl describes the technique 

of reduction chiefly in negative t~rms but he also indicates its 

positive aspect of the operation. Husser! says, "we cannot 

disconnect transcendents indefinitely, transcendental purification 

cannot mean the disconnecting of all transcendents. 

Since otherwise a pure consciousness might indeed remain 

over, but no possibility .of a science of pure consciousness." 3 

Hence, the technique of reduction has far-reach.ing and profound 

mission. It points to a original field of experience. As 

Marvin Farber rightly comments : "Reduction is nqt merely a 

moving away from the natural world but a moving to't'.ra.rd something. 

The goal. of this movement is none other than transcendental 

subjectivity'1 • 
4 

1 Husserl, E., Ideas, op.cit • ., p. 209. 

2 ' :tn fact~. it seelOs that transcendental reduction cannot be 
sharply distingUished from eidetic red~ction. For 
bo·th. the stages of reduction points to the .same 
absolute region of. ess~nce or consciousness. 

3 Husserl, E., ~y, op.cil;_., p.l75. 

4 Spiegelberg, H., The phenomenological Movement. Vol. I, p.136. 
Second edition, Martings N.i,.jloft, The Hague, 1971. 
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A systematic application of phenomenological method of 

reduction, as Husserl himself recognised, has great importance 

for phenomenological method as a Whole. It is the technique 

t-Jhich frees us from our usual preoccupation with natural reality 

an~ thereby it points to a most authentic region t~ich he calls 

transcendental sUbjectivity where the naive world of things and 

beipgs finds its meaning, The process of reduction helps the 

phtlosopher to keep himself at distance from the natural reality 

and thus judge the authenticity of '11~hat is essentially given to 

consciousness~ 

I I I. T ranscend.~e::.:n:.;::t;:;a::::l:....::C:::o:::n:.:s~c::.:i:.:O::.:U:::.:S::.:n::.e::.:::.s=.s:::....:.= -:Io::t.::s:....::In;.:.;;:t;.;;:e;,;:;n;.;;t;.:i~o~n~a::.:l:....;C:::h~a=-r:;a::;c-.t.;;.e;::,;:r .................. __ 
The operation of the phenomenological reduction opens 

up 11 the region of pure consciousness". The adjective "pure" 
-

indicates that the field of consciousness tihich is discovered 

by reduction is the consciousness which remains as "a 

phenomenological residuum" after the operation of phenomenological 

reduction. The realm of ''Absolute" Being in which all other 

regions of Being have their root and to which they are 
1 essentiallX related. "Consciousnes~ considered in its 

npurity•• must be reckoned as a self-contai.noo s~tern of Bein,g, 

as a system of Absolute Being, into which nothing can penetrate 

h · II' 2 and from which not ing can escape • This region of puxe 

1 Husserl, E.~ Ideas, op.cit., P• 212. · 

2 Ibid., p.1S.3 •. 
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consciousness is taken by Husser! to be the field of inquiry • 
. ' ' . 

It is important to understand the nature of pure consciousness 

with specific reference to phenomenological method. For, "it is 

in consciousness • thanks to its intentionality - that the relations 

between objectivity and subjectivity occu~ and it is only 

through these relations that we can expect to gain insight into - . 
1 the true sense of knowledge". 

Acco~d~g to Husser~ consciousness can be understood 

dln term-s of acts and these acts· of consciousness are intentional 

or di;cectional ~, nature. In his earlier writings, intentionality 

is held by Husser! to be the characteristic reature of 

consciousness, but in his later 't'l7ritings, he under~tands 

intentionality as the very essen~ of consciousness. In his 

Paris Lecturee. Husser! says s "The essence of consciousness, 
. 2 

in ·Which I liVe as my ow.n sel~ is the so-called intentionality". 

It may be worthwhile to mention how the term 

"intentionalit~ is introduced into modem philosophy and what 
" -
is Husserl•s reaction to this traditional conception. 

It has been pointed out that arentano for the first 

time introduces the term "lritentionality .. into modern p~ilosophy. 

1 Stroker,·E~; "Phenomenology as F:l,rst Philosophy : Reflections 
on Husser!" in Edmund Husser! and the Phenomenological 
-mait_!sm. -_. editecrby .. Robert Sokolowski, P• 250. · - -
The Catholic University of America ~ress,l98B. 

2 liusserl~ E., ·The ·paris Lectures, ~p. cit., p.12. 
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His chief concern is to demarcate the boundary of psychological 

phenomena by distinguishing it from physical ones.. Aiming at 
. ' 

this attempt, he develops the notion of intentionality as 

constituent part of psychological phenomena. According to 
. ' . 

Brentano, the distinction between mental phenomena and physical 

phenomena lies in the fact that the former unlike the latter 

are characterised by "intentional relation" or by what he calls 

'• intentional inexistence" of the intended object. 

~n oxder to characterise the psychoiogical phenomena, 

Brentano makes use of t\.;o phrases (.i) •• intentional inexistence 

of an object1
• (ii) 11 referMCe to a content'* • These may be 

explained as follows. 

::tn: the first, "object" means factual object. The . 

01 intentional inexistence" impiies the existence of the intended 

object insid,2 the :intending subject, and ~ outside. To mean 

the insideness of the intended object, arentano uses the term 

"immanent-object-quality". The intended object may. or may not 

have the existence independent of the intending mind.· When, for 

example, one thin1ts of a 01 pcan11
, the object of this thought is 

the pen lv'hich exists outside and indep~ndently of the intendin~ 

mind, but it need not be existent. or, consider the example 

of an •• unicorn" which has no e~ra-mental existence. .'l'he t'iiO 

objects, namely, "pen'" and .. "UI1icom10 malte no difference to · 

Brentano's conception of intentionality. Thus the object of 

love, hate S..!ld desire may or m;ay not have the independent 
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existence of thoir O'tm,. Hence Brentano calls these objects 

like upen10 or nunicomn immanent object. 

The second characterisation of the psychic phenomen~ 

namely, aa reference to an object110 or the intentional relation, 

is not a property of verbs to Brentano; it is a psychological 

relation,. Obviously, a mental act or relation presupposes an 

intending subject who ~ove~ hates etc. Hence, it is clear 
.... 

that intentional relation holds bet't~een subject, on the one 

hand and the object which hus nmental inexistence", on the other. 

Brentano, while speaking of "intentional relatedness" 
. ' 

f!nds it diffi~ult to call it a relation, because generally a 

genuine relation holds between two existent objects. But the 

mental relatedness• of which Brentano talks, does_ not require 

this condition. lt may refer to something which may or may not 

have real existence, e.g., unifo.rn, .God etc. Hence, _Brentano•s 
' 

conception of intentional directedqess is £sycholog;92! one~ 

Further, Brentano points out that the mental phenomena are 

perceived in 1
' inner consciousness... For exanple, .seein~ a 

colour, or hearing a tone are mental phmamE!'la;. Brentano 

speaks of. mental phenomena whi.ch are directed to"t,rards their 

object. v ~et us now turn to Husserl's reaction to the Brentonian 

conception intentionality and finally see how he,estab11shes 

his cnm theory of intentionality-. 

Being a strong critic of both psychologism and naturalis~ 

Husser! wants to keEp all naturalistic and psychologistic 
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considerations into brackets. It J.-s· possible that Brentano 

tvorks ·'!.'lithin the framework of psycho'-ph:!fsical attitude tmich 

is not acceptable .tC? Husserll! Having .clearly sta.ted his 

position ,against naturalisti.c s~andpoint and that of psychologis~ 

ne seems under an obligation to refute any attempt at establishing 
. . . 

the dichotomy bet~en the mental and psydh~cal phenomena. If 

t,his distincti()n is accepted by hi~ it t·JOul<l be quite inconsistent 

vlith his basic standpoint, Viewed in this perspective, it is 

quite understandable that he is not prepared to. ~dentify 

~tentionality with all mental phenomena~ If it be shown that 

at least some meptal phenomena is characterise(i by intentionality 

then it "t«)uld constitute the refutation of arentano•s criterion 

with regard to mental phenomena. Similarly, if. it l;)·e shown· that 

besides mental ph~omena,. ~orne physical actions are also 

characterised py Jntentional±ty,. then it "t•ril:l also take away 

the 'tieight of Brent&no•·s :a.J:"gument. As has been· pointed out 

by .Mohanty,. Hussei:l shi:ets ·between these two ·positions· at 

differei'J.t times, . sometimes taking one,. at other· occasions 

the other in o mer to meet the requirement of his ot.m methodology 

by prov~ng arentano to be wrong. This is the folln of argument 

which Husser! seems 'to adopt in general .in order· to salva<Je the 

concept·· of· intentionality from the ce.sspool of psychologism and 

thus he remains consistent with the method of phenomenological 

reduction~ 

Though he rejects the Brantonian theory of intentionality,. 

HusseJ:l gives full credit to his teacher foJ: reviving the 
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~cholasti.c term and for having called attention to this 

~xcellent phenomena. ~aving borrowed the term "intentionality" 
-

from Brentano, Husser! acknowledges "the existence of a highly . . 

important class of mental fact - for which Huss~rl reserves the 

title of acts - tihich have the peculiarity of presenting the 

subject with an object". 1 Husserl ha:s also marlced the point 

that there are different ways of being intentionally ·~lated 

to an object ~ in mere presentation, judgement, perception etc. 

Having rejected the psy~hological interpret~tion of 

intentionality, Husscrl gives a transcendental explanation of 

intentional character of consciousness which bears a much 

tvider significance in his methodology and in his philosophy 

in general. Let us now turn to draw out the basic and salient 

features of Husser!' s own intentionality thesis. -
In the Volume II of Logical InvestigatioJJ. Husser! gives 

t~hat are called static. and dynamic analyses of intentionality'. 

But in ~s .~ he gives a more developed and mature intel:preta

tion of intentionality. We shall focus on the latter. The 

state analysis is meant for uncovering the structure of 

intentional acts of consciousness. Ho't~ver, in the static 

analysis, a distinction is made between 11 reelle component" and 

03 intentional correlaten of intentional experience. ln the 

dynamic analysi~ there is a dialectics of intention and 

fulfilment. The dialectics implies that the intentional act 

1 Gurt'litsch, A., ••on the Intentionality of Consciousness" 
in l?h:i.lo,!2;ehica1 ·Essays in memory ·of Edmu1·1d Husse£l,.p.65. 
Ma:cvin Farber {ea.), Greem'l1ood Press, Publishers,N.Y •. l968. 
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actualised or fulfilled. 

This basic distinction ~bich is made in the static 

analysis is found in Ideas I 1r1hera a developed and more 
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deeper analysis of intentionality has :been given; Here the 

~ reelle components" are of t"t<;o-fold * ~!2 and !1.9~is~ And the 

intentional correlate is called the noema. ~he peculia~ natuxe. 

of intentionality ha$ been indicated in the expression s 

~~consciousneDs is the consciousness of somethinsf .;· In Husserl' s 
~ ~ 

O\'m t•"'rds s •• 't~e· understand under Intentionality the unique 

peculiarity of experience nto be the consciousness of something''; 1 

The.pure consc;:iousness, ~<Jhich has been strippe:d of all 

contingent and accidental: characterj_stics, can be unclerstooa 

only in terms of acts \-ihich are referenti~l or intentional or 

directional in character.- The act of consciousness i·s finally 

t.ermc'd in Ideas I· as unoetic act" o.r 0 noesis11 i· The wom 15 acli', --. 
in this context~ is not to be understood as it is used in 

oroinar.i' language where .it. is msant as ~ctivity or process. 

For "act11 in a general sense involVes the concept of 

space and. tiine• ·Again, it should not be confused with the 

psychological act ~mich occurs in time, nor is it to be 

unaerstooa in an ontological sense• On the contrary, "act" 

f'?r Husserl,. is a conscious act \'Jhich cannot be transcendent to 

1 Husserl, E., ~Ideas l, op.ci~.,·p. 242. 
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consciousness ana thus.involves no spatio~te~oral consideration• 

Hence "act10 in Husse.rlian ·sense, means· fact-neutral act, that is 
- ., 

to say, such act unlike act .in general sense, makes no reference 

to physical or mental object. 

Hot..rever, noesis or noetic act is not bare consciousness . ~-- -..-

b~t having directedness of ·its own ·to something - be it a percept 

or conQept o;;;:- a va;t.ue ~no so on. The functional character of 

consciousness lies in its being referred to an object. 

Another "reelle componentu of the intentional eA-perience 

is "hyle" • Husserl is reluctant to confuse it 't"Jith '0noetic act;" 

itself. Becaus~ the latter is characterised as possessed of 

directedness, whereas the former is not. As Husserl puts it : 

51 it: is easily seen that n,_ot everx real E~ of the concrete 

Unity of an intentional experience has itself the Ras!g 

char~ter of intentionalitx, the property of being a 11 consciousness 
,\ ... 

of something".. '!'his is the case, for instance:, with all sen·socy 

data, which play so great e part in the perceptive intentions of 

thingsn. 1 Husserl gives the follol-ving exanple .. in ~erceiv.:f.ng a 

piece of white paper, the glance of consciousness is directea 

towa-rds the paper• s ·quality of n tvhitsnesst2 't'Jhere lies the sensocy 

datum u whiteness""~ As the •a'!r1hiteness11 is ·the essential component 

of perception, and hence it. is the bearer of. an intentionality. 

bu·t it is itself not a consciousn~ss of something. Husserl 
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very cautiou~ly distinguishes his concept of sensorx element, 

namely, hyle from that· of empiricists• by saying that his 

concept of sensation unlike that of the latter's is not formed 

out of the sensoxy data, that. is to say, consciousness is not 

the consciousness of the hyletic data. Hyletic data is material 

component of intentional experience. In the woxds of A. lingis 1 

1 
"thEa sensations, the hyletic datca are mental material" • The 

intentional flash of consciousness comes into ·contact \iith the 

trcanscenoent thi~gs only by virtue of it or rath~r only through 

it. But it· is to be noted here that consciousness does. not 

actiyely produce it or receive it passively from outside. Rather, 

it, remains permanently in consciousness as the compone:1t having 

· no referential charpcter. 

Let us no-v1 turn to "intentional correlate•• i.e .. the 

element '·'of something". It is said to be a nuelious concept 

which makes it possible for us to understand the intricate 

nature of 3-ntent.ionality.. Husser1 1 s teChnical term for it is 

. tl noema11 or 11 noematic content" • There is a controversy among --· 
the interpreters of Husserl about the nature of noema. vle shall 

mention some of the general characteristics of !l~· 

Noema is ··said to be the sense of conscious acts. It. 

belongs to the sphere of transcendental subjectivity as a sinn. 

It is n irreal11 or ideal ent.;Lty for having its atemporal character. 

Noema is independent of any concrete act by virtue of which it 

1 Lingis,A., "J:ntentionality and Corporeity11 ,Tymieniecka (ed.) 
Anale=t• Husse:rliana, Vol.I., D. Reidel .. Publishing co.,. 
Do rd recht, 1971 •. 
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is actualised. A noema is the immediate object of perceivin~ 

~udging etc~ The object of perception is object itself and the 

noema is the appearance of this object from one side or in one 

aspect. The noema is not itself the object tol1l1ard which the 

act of consciousness is directed-. Rather noema is "the object 

as it is intended" as distinqt from the object which is intended. 

It is the noema. b:y virtue of which the intentionality of 

consciousness is directed towards its object. Noema is saiQ to 

have tt-Jo components a ( 1) One that which is common to all acts 

having the same object and (2) another that is different in acts 

with different thetic characters, such as. perceiving. remember~g 

etc::. According to Husserl, a simple perception has its noema, 

that isg 11 ;eerceived as such" • Similarly, in an act of judging, 

the noema tt 1udsze2.._!s such". In contrast to noesis, the noema is 

"irreal". because it remains over and above the notion of 
. -· 
temporality and particularity• 

Let us now focus our attention on an important aspect of 

intentionality thesis, namely, "the noetic-noematic correlation" • 

Husserl very precisely presents this correlation in a single 

sentence in his book Iaeas s ''No noetic phase without a noematic 
1 phase that belongs specifically to it". we shall now explain 

this significant correlation theory with the help of an 

illustration. 

Suppose that Mr. X is perceiving a book on his table• 

------------·----------------------------- ---------
1 Husserl, E., Idea,§, op.ci;!:•, p•271~ 
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For the first time he perceives the book from one standpoint,. 

there· he performs one perceptual act. 'I' his particular 

perceptual act has its noema i.e., the perceived as such. 

Agai~ · Mr~ X performs another perceptual act ·to perceive the 

same book from another perspective;. Hi·s sec6nd perception also 

has its perceptual noema. 

In this waY~ he may perceive the intended object from 

different perspectives and obviously, there must be different 

noemata corresponding to each perceptual act, In each 

perspectival perception, Mr. X may perceive tQ.e colour, shape 

or length etc. Thus it is clear that corresponding to multiple 
I ' ' 

perceptual acts, there may·be multiple noemata. ~ut the inte~ed 

transcendent object remains .the same. 

Again, li'Jhen Mr~ X ·p-·erceives the same book from the 

same perspective, over and again. then he performs different 

acts •. This performance of· perceptual act from one leve~ unlike 

the former case, has the same noema. 'l'hus different acts 

performed at different points of time from the same perspective 

have the same noema~ 

In short. '·1) thE! acts performed from different 

per~pectives have their corresponding different noema. 

(2) Pifferent acts performed from one perspective may have the 

same noema. (3) Multiple noemata have the same intending referent 

object, that is to say. noemata has its directedness to,"lards the 

same transcendent object. it is noematic intentionality;· 

(4) "Each act-phase has its noematic phase". 
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Now we shall understand these tour-fold relationship~ 

more vividly : For i'irstly, this corre~ation between noesis and 

noema should not be· identified· -vJith the unity: o.f intenQe9 · 

objedt i.e.; noema and the nconstitut'ing formation of 

consciousness". · In 'the· wo~ds of· Husser! : "that the parall~lism 

between the unit'y of the noematically It intended" object, of the 
' , 

object ~ have in mind should not be confused with the paralletism 

~et1rJeen noema and npema" • 1 
·'; 

seccmdly, the noetic:..noematic correlation at one level 

is one-to ... one but in another ·level many one.- ~hirdly •. e?ch 

noema .may be sa.id to have multiple perceptual. acts which 
' ' 

involves te'nporality and. particula~ity, because the acts, as 

we have pointed out earlier, are pe,1:formed in different poj,.nts 
' . 

of time, and they are countable, but the noema remains over and . . . 

. above the _tempora~ity. Fourthly, when d~fferent acts are 
,, 

pe)Zformed from ~ single perspective, then noema may be· said 

to be an identity of different act~ and again different noemata 

have their identity in their same intending t'ranscendent object • 

. Thus, noema may b7 s·aid to function · as a mediat,2!' between the 

noetic act, on the one hand and the intentional transcendent 

ob j ect, on the' other.· 

The pure consciousness survives the phenomenoiogica1 · 

. reduction and finally rernai:ns as "the phenomenological residuum". 

~-----------------------------------------------------------------
l ~-· p~290. 
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Pure consciQusness, accoi:ding to Hussei:'l, consists of the ego, 

conscious'· acts and int~~tional objects.r ·. Ht,lsseri cha,racterises 

.the· structure of.coris.ciousness,' in other words, by trip~~~te 

fo-xmula -= · .J~9o ·.;. Coqitg-SgsaitatY!!,l.' 

His co~ception of the Ego ~dergoes a .long d~ve:lopment.· 

Husserl' s conception of the: .Ego takes its departure f;r:om ego. 

of. mundane level i.e~-- tre. psycho~physical ego which is a 

"thing~like objec:::t11. • Then he reaches a second Ego by means 

of a rec3uction which is not yet a tran·scendemtal reduction. He 

reaches it by cutting out ·th.e "ego ... body11 frem the empirical ego.

It is nothing but an empirical. eg0. 1 s stream of expei:ience and 

thus it is a product of naturaii&tic' attituae~:: Iil the second 

edition of Logical Investi$Iations,; Husserl first alludes to the 

concept of JaUre ESs(~ And he develops this notion in his Ideas I 

ano ~s . .II. In Ideas...;. he introduces it not as the complex 

of real conscious acts, but as wh.at ',h$ calls "ego-suJ:?ject". 

We may note he,re that Husser~ ·seems to h~ve dist.inguishe.d 

pure Ego from mat he c.alls transcendental . Ego.'. He int:roduc~s 

the concept of transcendental Ego in h~s later writin9s. HOwever 

the distinction 1.:1:-~~- in the. fact that transcendental Ego, unlike 

the pure ~go,, does have coptent and ~.intema). featu~s" of its O'l:m. 
1 

.. ~n cartesian Medita:!:.!Qna. .Husserl goes fo~atd and charact.erises 

transcendental .Ego as concrete Ego which he calls in Lej.pniZian 

term a "monad"~ 

-----------------------~-----------------------------------------------
. 1 Husserl, .~., Cartesian Meditation,!. , op.cit., pp. 73, 101. 
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Husserl introduces the concept of pum Ego as 

"Ego-subject" in his Ideas_!. :Pure Ego is "pure subjectivity® 
' ' ' 

having no spatio~temporal existence~ 'l:t can be grasp eel, 

unlike that of psychological ego, ··only under the attitude of 

reduction. ~t is the subj~t 9f all ~cts and not itself an 

experience or prQcess~·' It is nt.he active and affective 

subject pf consciousnes~ l~ves in all processes of consciousness 

and is related, through the~ to all object-poles., , 1 

The pure Ego is the originating point of ali acts or 

cog ito, which is understood ·.in non:..natural sense. s.:Lnco the 

operation of reduction leaves the pure Ego as 11 pure•~·. 'rhese 
- ~ 

acts with their proper essences remain permanently and 

necessary related to the pure Ego as their pure sub,:P ct and 

as their source. mach act of the Ego goes out from it and 

'actually lives in it. It has the traits of dixectedness.' It 
. --

directs itself at something. "The "being directea to'1.'1Yards~ 

"the being busied tiith". etado~ting en attitude", "undergoing or 

suffering from•, has this. of necessitx totrapped in its very 

essence that it is just som~thing "~rom the Ego" 1 and this 
2 

Ego is the .,RY.,J;$ Egq. and no reduction can get any grip on it.". 

The pure consciou5nes·s is said to be composed of a 

series of actual and potential acts~ Actual acts are those 

1 Ibid., p.66. 

2 Hussel:'l, E., Ideas ~ op.-cit., p .•. 233. 
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wh:l.ch receives directedness· from the Ego t.owaras the object. 

'I'he .Ego· lives in them actually~ But the potential .. ·acts are .. 

also acts of the pure E'go, though they are deprived of Ego•·s 

attention, · The Ego liVes in them potentially or ideally. 

These pote~tial acts in ·which the _Ego participates ideallY 

. constitute the field of Ego•s freedom. 1 Hence t}le gure Ego 

is absolutely necessary _for acts-actual or potential. I;lut 

the Ego· does not · req;u:ire ·the acts for its own being. 

Now it seems that the pure Ego belongs to every e~erience. 

The intention ray passes ~~ every actual· act and towards· 

the object. The glancing ray changes· with the. each act of the 

Ego; it arises and fades atiay with each act. The ray of 

directedness is part and·parcel of the pure ·Ego~· :aut the Ego 

remaitls the· same and identicai. Every cagitatig can change 

and may be sUbject· to doUbt. but the pure lllgo is necessaril:z 

there in principle. It remains self-identical over and against 

t.h.e stream of multiple acts. It c~not, therf!fore, be counted 
2 

as the inherent part or phase of the experience~. themselves. 

In this conte~, Husserl ascribes a kind of transcendence -

in his languag~ -..."a, non-constitutive transcendence - . 

transcendence in immanence by considering the Ego~s position 

;t.n relation to the acts. 

All experiences belong to the pure Ego and the pu.m ·~go 

lives 'in· each experiential process or act;. But how the idEntity 

-----------------------~-~~-------~--~-·-----------------------------
1 

2 

Ibid.,p. 233. --
.Ibid., p.l72. --
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of the :pu~ Ego can be experienced ? 1-:lusserJ. • s reply is this 

that it <:Sn be eXperie,nced. 11 through the acts of ~·rienCmlS . 
{ 

as reflected on" and similarly, we know the necessary relation-
r I , ·' , • 1 , ' ' 

ship of the stream of experience to the pure Ego. Husserl also 
I ' ' 

points out.that all conscious acts belong to one single stream 
i ' ' . 

of eXf>~rience, namely, to my stream of experienceo Husserl 
' . 

expresses this point in .~antian term : 0 The • I think' must be 
. . ' . 1-

..2__bl e to accomoanx all my p;esentations." 

Acco¢ing to ausserl, the pu~ F.lgo cannot be object of 

inquiry or studyo Because, apart t:rom its 11 \'>lays of being related", 

there is nothing to describe. ApCirt from its i~ ways o~ behaving", 
; . ' ' 

. ' . 
it. is empty of essential content that can b~ unravelled or 

described. This seems to imply. that the Ego, wh.en living in the 

experiential aqts, ·can only l;:le, .op_en to description. 

During the· ·Ego•:s livin'g ac:tually in a eogitation act, 
. 

it distinctly and manifestly sxhibits a pecul.i.ar ch~racte~i~tic 

of ·consciousness, namely, intentionality.,· This- means that. the 

consciousness is a.).\11ays ·consciousn~sa of something. .consciousness 

is al 'itJays i11tentional in character·. This is Ego • s manner of 

beiri.g;..directed~to things. Here Husserl distinguishes_ the pure 

Ego living .in expe~iencing process, the p~oper. act and the 

content of experience. Husserl technically called latter two 
'. ' . 

aspe.<:t$ 11 noesis" and "noerna". The directedness towards something 

------~----~------------~------------------------------------------
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is in harmony with the act involved, perceptive in perception. 

fanciful in fancy and so forth. 'rhus, the directeaness is not 

the proper act ana the "object" towaxas which the ~tentionality 

is directed is not necessarily an apprehended object~ It is the 

1 object intended by the pure Ego·. 

Pure Ego is positional or thetic in charactu. When the 

Ego lives in the act actually or potentially, it intends 

"something",. To be "busied with11 something on the part of the 

Ego makes it possible to thematise all kinCis of "theses"·· This 

"something" becomes •• obj ectivated"·. Here "thesis" includes 

doxic theses, volitional theses ete. 

Ho_wever, in Idea! II. the Ego is said to have been 

desc;ribed as polarised, it is said to be t}le individual ego-pole 

of conacious acts having possessed of the form casi~. 

ln Qartesian Meditatio~ Husserl states that the being 

of the pure Ego and its cogitation2§ is qntecedent to the natural 

being of the world,. "It continually presupposes the realm of 

transcendental being'~. a To say that Ego is transcenfiental i.s to 

say that it--~:i.'s· presupposea by the sense and being of the world. 

'l'll.e "Objective" world which exists and will exist for me, with 

all its objects, derives its sense from me as the transcendental 

Ego, 'rhus, the transcendental Ego is not an item of the world 

we live in.; 

1 Ibid., p,121. 
~ Husser!, E., Cartesian Meditation§! op.cit,, p. 21. 
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Accoroing to Husserl, transcendental ego is 'tihat it 

is solely in relation to intentional objectivities. These 

objectivities are of tvJO kinds 1 (i) objects within the ego• s 

own adequately verifiable sphere o.f immanent time and 

(ii) world-objects which can be existent only in inadequate 

and presumptive external experience. Thu~ it is th~ essential 

property of intentionality which are go~~g on within it. 

Further, transcendental ego exists fo.t' itself in 

continuous evidence. The ego is understood to be as the ego's 

ot~ flowing life -- as the universe of actual and possible 

subjective processes. This flowing life is inseparable from 

the ego itself. .'I'his implies .not only that ego constantly . 

constitutes itself as existin~ but also that the ego is --
constituted by its otm flovJing life. The ego not only grasps 

itself as a flowing life, but also as 11 I" who lives through this 
" ' 

or that cogito as the same • .!'. The ego polarises the multipli-

city of actual and possible consciousness towaxd identical 

objects. There is a second polarisation Whe~ the ego polarises 

all the individual multiplicities of the cogitationes collectively 

as belonging to one and the same identical ego - as the same 

undergoing subject of consciousness. 

Husserl points out here that this active subject of 

consciousness is not to be taken as an empty pole of identity. 

But according to the law of transcendental genesis, it exhibits 

throughout an abiding style or property - c&a personal characteJ:" 



with "its acts originating from it' an(i hav~g a ne\.1 obJeCtive 

sense. 'l'hus the ego m~i·tests itself. as the only decisiOn-make~ 

ana becomes. the sul::>str~te of· habi-\;~alities •. '~Habitual.ities~· 

iOaicates a kinQ of inclinatic;>n from :bed.ng· to· hav in~ from me 

to mine. l:t means a 'kiria o:f c'ontent o'.r internal features and· 
. ' 

does not mean. any real psycholo.gicai cl'isposi tionso The 

habitualities emerge frein 'th~ self;..const.:Ltution 'of the' ego 

in inner. time. The e.go can recognise itself while living in 

the acts. as the sarn!:?J identical ego. 

: ' ' ' .. 
Husserl now distinguishes tqis ego as the identical pole 

. . . . ' 
of subj ect.ive proce·sses and as the suostrate of habitualities 

from the ego grasped in its 'full concretene~s. "The Ego can be ' 

concrete only in the flowing mutiformit¥. of his. intentiOnal life. 

aJ,ong vlith the objects meant'- and in some cases. constituted. as 
' . ' 

existent for him ... in that· li:i;e.·• 1 This concrete ego is ca~leo 

nlnonad'' 'in .Leikmizian texm• ··This monadic ·ego embraces ·eveJ:Ything 

admitted by pheriomenoloc;nr without exception. ·obviousli, it 

includes the whole consciou~ life - actua'l or possible~ 'It is · 
said to be ~h,e universe of al~' sense and the.refore. 'includes all ' 

essences a~ong with hyletic data and noema~ Phenomenological 

method is meant 'for ~ncoveri~g the all~embracing ei4os ego or 

transcend~ntal subjecti~i-t;y, 'tvhich contains all aprio~ .pr.i:nc::iples 

an(l which constitutes wi~hin .itself· everything that e~ist,s fqr the 
·-

pure or t;ranscendental ego as sensE;t~ 

------------------~------------------------------------------------
1 Husser!, E.,· cartesian MEj!ditation. op. ci:t•• p.6a. 
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V, !£!nscendental .SubjectiVi~ 
' ' I • ' ' 

'l'he outcome of the' operation of phenomenological 

reduction is two~fold : fi) it leads to the disclosure of a 

self~contained, absolute· and apcdicitic region Which bears its 

justification with.in it.self.. It needs nothing transcencent to 

have· a foundation· for itself.. Rathe·~ it founds· eve·cything. 

~his xegion is what Husserl calls transcendental subjectivity. 

·(ii) Another aspect of the outcome of the execution of 
phenomenological reduction i's the n giving of sense" to everything 

which ,!s transcendent to pure sub:J ectiv i~. It is the pure 

subjectivity which gives sense to the entix:e ~sorld of things ana 

beings. 'l'he giving of sense is \vhat constitutes t:he central 

theme of phenomenological 18 oonstitu-l::ionte. 

Let us elucidate the concept of transcendent-al 

subjectivity ~~1ich may be ·said to be the basis of phenomenological 

methoa and phenomenology in general. Fo~ it is the transcGndental 

subjectivity which carries out the fUnction of usense•givin~ 

throu~ constitution. According to speigelberg, the discovery 

of transcsnaental subjectivity is clthe wonder of all t--10ddcrst~ 

for Husserl' s phenomenology. Husserl, lil~e Descartes, seeks to 

have certainty in philosophy. He is in constant search for a 

apodictaic field of certainty. Ana in course-of search, Husserl 

discovers transcendental subjectivity as an apodictic sourc~ of 

certainty. It is the subjective principle of consciousness t1hich 

is aware of its o~m being as well as of other beings. In his 



!ncycJ:s:paedia Brita~~ article entitled ttphenommologya, 

Husserl describes t~ansce~dental subjectivity as follows 1 
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"The psychic subjedtivity, t:he concretely' graspoo "ro 
ana "we" of ordinary conversation, is experienced in its pure 

psychic ownness through the method of phenomenological

psychological reduction. Modified into, eidetic form, it 

provides the ground fbr pure phenomenological psychology. 

Transcendental subjectivity, which is inquired into in the 

transcendental problem, and which subjectivity is presupposed 

in it as an existing basis, is one other than ac;jain u I myse.t.C' 

ana ~• we £Y.!se1 ves"; not, however, as found in the natural 

attitude· of everything or of positive science~ i.e., apperceived 

as components of the objectively present world before u~ but 

rather as au.bj ects of conscious lif~ in which this 't"Jorlcl and 

all that is present - for "us11 
- oamakes11 itself through cartain 

t . ~,ll· 1 percep J.ono;;; ·• 

In the above passage. .Husserl describes ho't'J a psychic 

subjectivity is t ransfo.tmed into transcendental subjectivity. 

The ps}chic subjectivity is a concretely grasped human ego having 

its own psychical spher0 ~md who is th~ kno"t.-er and giver of sense 

of all that is presented to sense-.perception. Ths psychic 

subjectivity can be modified through the method of reduction 

where it remains "lea or "weu but not in the natural-psychical 

sense. After the- operation-; of phenomenological-eidetic reduction. 

1 Husser!, E., "Phenomenology" ~xs:lopaedia Britannica, 
article {1927)., op.ci t., P• 
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all belie;Es about the existence·of' transdendent world'and all 

references to individuals .and particulars .are dropped.- .· In 

order to reach the tran~cen~entai subjectivity,. we ~quir~ 

further reduction, nam~ly, transcendental reduction through the 
. ' . ' ' . ' ' ' ' '. 

applicg.tion of which "I" or n·we" rio longer remains the part of 
.. ' . : . . ' 

mundane ~Jorld. The worldly things and bein_gs incl.uding 

phenomenologist•s own ego are transformed .into pure consciousness • 

. Hence, Husserl by th.e. foregoing discussion seeks to clarify the 

point that we aDe not dual beings .~ psychological and 

phenomenological/transcendental• ttather, the psychologica~ 

subjectivity is reduced into transcendental one th~ugh the 

operation of the .method of red~ct!Qns. 

The transcendental ·subjectivity, as it has been 

discovereo after having freed itself from the bondage-of experiences 

based on natural standpcl'int~ is called by ausserl neither real 

nor tinreaJ:, · but 11 irreal"- c The psychic subj ectivit¥ is real, 

in the sense that it has na1:ural-psychical existence,. 'l'o avoid 
. ' : . . ' 

the confusion, Hus serl use_s the term "irreal'' to de~ignate the 

ontological s~atus .of ~ranscendental subjectivity,. This "i~real18 

subjectivity constitutes all_real~ty within itself. 

T ranscendemtal subjectivity· is 11 absolute".. It is 

absolute -in the sense that it is 1' givenn ·fully, apodictically · 

and adequately~ It is a 'sel fo.suffi.cierit and self;..contairied 

region needing nothing fo'r its· foundation and justification. 

As Husserl says : .. Transcendental subjectivity alone exists 
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in itself and for itself• • ~ EverYthing nesds ··transcendental - -
st.,bj ectiv·ity for its foundation and .justi:l;.ication;. ctEvecy 

existant is relative to transcendenta~· subj ec-tivitx112 to. have 

its sense within it. It .is to be noted here that by saying 

that transcendental subjectiv·ity is absolute, Husserl does not 

mean any ~taphysical or psychological entity • 

AccoDding to Husserl, transcendental subjectivity is the 

basis of all conscious acts which are of intentional character. 

Every existent is constituted in transcendental subjectivity 

through intentional acts. Here nact", as we have already pointed 

out, does not mean the act in ordinary sense where it involves 

the concept of space and time. These are acts of pure conscious-

ness having no spatia-temporal .reference. 

For Husserl, transcendental subjectivity is a piece of 
' . 

self-explication which reveals the original self-evident truths. 

The ul?henomenological self-e:x-plicationn that does on within the 

ego, explicate ego's all c~nstitutings.and all objectivities as 

they exist for him. And thus all worldiy objectivities including 
' . 

my 'and other ego finds their place in the universe of pure 

::tn this context, Husser! says : '''Xhe whole of phenomenology 

is nothing more than scientific self-examination on the part of 

1 

2 

Husser.l, E., Formal and Transcendental L£1£1-!.£. P• 273. · 
Translated by Dorion Cai.tns, Martinus Nijihoff, 
The Hague, 1978. 

lli,2., P• 273., 
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transcendental subjectivity, an examination that at fi·rst 

proceeds straight-forwardly and therefore, with a certain 

naivete of its o~ but later becomes critically intent on 

its own logos, it is a self-examination that goes on from the 

fact to the essential necessities". 1 It is a systematically 

progressing self-examination, having its starting-point from 

transcendental reduction~ which leads ultimately to original 

self-evident essences. The existent t.vorld of things and beings 

gets its meaning through such self-examination on the part of 

transcendental subjectivitye Even my ego and other egos are 

explicated within the pure field of subjectivity. Husser! has 

precisely stated the matter in the following \'lOrds 1 "First, a 

self-explication in the pregnant sense showing systematically 

how the ego constitutes himsel~ in respect of his own proper 

essence, as existent in himself and for himself; then secondly, 

a self-explication in the broadened sense, which goes from the~ 

to show how, by virtue of this proper essence, the ego likewise 
2 

constitutes in himself something "other'. 

The self-examination on the part of transcendental 

subjectivity means the essential ability of it to re£!~ on 

itself. It is the a~lity to make itself thematic and thereby 

to produce judgements rela·ting to itself~ The ability of 

transcendental subjectivity to reflect on itself is ~ pro~ess 

1 

2 

Ibid-., P• 273. -Husserl,E., Cartesian Meditati2E, opocit.,p.85. 
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of uncovering itself which goes back to the original ego. ln 

other ~rords, this is a process of s~lf-explication through which 

~t finds "objeetive~ truth and being as constituted within 

itself. Here something ... obj ectiven · means the syr1thetic unity of 

actual and potential intentionality which belongs to the proper 

essence of transcendental subjectivitye1 

Now, the qapaci~y to. xeflect on itself by transcendental 

s.ubj ectivity is qui:te diffe~ent from that of psychological reflec

tion ~mich moves 'tdthin the. field of natural-psychological reality 

and vJhich is perfol;med by psyc~logical s\lPjectivity. The self

•reflection o~ transcendental subjectivity b~lo~gs.to transcendental 

level .vtnich goes 9n by putting the mundane level of experience 
' ' ' . . 

nout of play' .• The transcendental reflection thematises the· 

'iJ9rld of things and beings through the methoo o.f reduction. . ' ' 

T r~nscendental 9e.lf~reflection lays bare the foundation of .our 

mundane experience. 

· 'l'ransceridental ·subjectivity, acco.rding .. to Husserl, is 

11 the universe of all sense" - actual or possible. As Husserl 
' 

says 1 "Every imaginable sense, every imaginable being, \vhether 

the latter is called immanent or transcendent, falls within the 

domain of transcendental subjectivity, as the subjectivity that 
2 

constitutes sense ana being". . In the above passage, Husserl 

points out that everything gets its sense within the domain of 

1 Husserl, E., Formal and T rans£2!!denta1:....!!,e~ op. cit., p. 274. 

2 Husserl, E., ~esian..l:l29itation§. op.cit., .. p.84. 
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transcendental subjectivity •.. Transcendental supjectivity 

constitutes within itself the sense of· everything by radical 

reflection. It is not only tha basis of maaning-conferring 

acts but also that it manifests itself in the acts of constitution 

and gives meaning to all objects -. ac'cual or possible. Outside 

it lies what is precisely non-sense·. But the nonsensicalness 

has its own mode of sense which'lies within the sphere of 

possible insight~ The world of things and beings including 

the community of egos receives its meaning in ·the life of 
. . ' ; ' . 1 

transcendental subjectivity,~ 

.NegatiVely, we.can characterise transcendental subjecti

vity as "·unnatural ... and "umvorldly" ~ .. It is unnatural in the 
~ .... ... . 

sense that i"C ·can .be discovered by 1;aking "unnatural" attitude 

and it is unworldly because it is not the object of the nat,ural 

't"'O:Cld~, . It is not e logical possibilityg nor is it an sbstract!on. 

It is.concrete in the sense that it is constantly unveiling itself 

through self-explication to have sense of what is given to it. 

' .. ·Characterising the·· transcendental subjectivity .. i,n this 
I . 

manneh";: Husser! aims at establishing an "all-embracing science 
' 

of tra1f~centlental subj ectivity11 within '\':lhich all particular 
! 

I o 
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VI. Phenomenological Consti~gg 

Having arrived at a· sphere of apodictic. · adequate 

<1 givennessQ•, namely, transcendental subjectivity, H'lisserl 

discovers it as the source of all original formation o£ 

sense. It is the transcendental subjectivity which gives 

sense to all things and beings of the transcendent v~rld 

t-Jhen they are essentially '1 given" to it and this becomes 
~ 

possible through constitution. To mean the way in ~hid~ 
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transcendental subjectivity carries out its function of"sense

giving", Husserl uses the term "constitution". 

After the operation of reduction, •~'!rYe have literally 

lost nothing but have t-ron the 1.vhole of Absolute Being, t·Jhich. 

properly understood, conceals in itself all transcendence~ 

"constitutingt them ,,.ithin itself51
• 

1 This means that transcendent 

objects a:re retained in subjectivity even after the reduction. 

but of course not .as it is, but as "constituted" •. Through the 

operation of reduction, it is possible to reduce reality to a 

pure phenomenon, to something entire "constituted". 

,Husserl.sets up a relationship between the apodictic 

sphere, viz. transcendental subjectivity and t.ranscendent sphere 

t'17hich its to be understood in phenomenological term~. The 

transcendental subjectivity and transcendent ~eality are entirely 

1 Hu'sserl, E., Ideas, ~£!S·• pp.154-SS. 
/ 

/ 
/ 
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different types of being. 'l"his difference lies in the fact 

that the transcendental subjectivity is "abyss" of sense but 

the transcendent reality is not. Husserl also points out that 

consciousness can be conceived apart from reality and not 

vice versa. The reality is relative to consciousness which 

itself is absolute in nature. Transcendental consciousness 

is independent of the real world; but the real world is not. 

The transcendent reality is dependent on consciousness/ 

subjectivity to have a sense.. The transcendent world in itself 

does not have sense but it can have sense, if there exists a 

consciousness.. Consciousness is the only "absolute existent" 

to which the natural things and beings are relative in o~er 

to have their sense. Xt is only the consciousness which can 

give sense to all things and beings.. Obviously, the transcendent 

objects require consciousness which is the source of all sense~ 

not in order to have their existence, but in oz:der to have their 

sense.. To say more specifically and explicitly, transcendental 

subjectivity has the ability to constitute its own ego's sense 

as t-Jell as the sense of all other objects.. But the transcendental 

subjectivity needs nothing to itself be meaningful and to make 

other things and beings to be meaningful.- In a l-JOrd, the natural 

reality requires transcendental subjectivity to be meaningful 

and not vice-vers~. 

~-Je have already pointed out that it is the only absolute 
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existent, because it is self-contained and self-sufficient 

apodictic region and it needs nothing to have its O'!:JO e•existence". 

But in respect of constitutio~ transcendental subjectivity is 

absolute in a different sense, "Here it is absolute, because 

it does not need any other reality to have a sense". 1 

In saying that subjectivity gives sense to all that is 

transcendent, we must not ignore transcendence. If we stress 

only subjectivity, then it t·Jould mean thai!: subjectivity 9 createsn 

or ••produces" transcendent reality out of .itself. On the 
- . 

contrary, if 't'Je emphasize on the transcendent reaJ.ity, then 

subjectivity can be interpreted as unnecessary. There is a 

controversy among the intexpreters of Husserl centering round 

the issue 'trJhether constitution means "production"/"creation8
• or 

not. Ho~11ever, •;:'1ithout having involved ourselves into controversy, 

t'\1e t11ould favour the vie\"! that constitution does not moon 

production or creation of sense, but simply the giving of sense 
., 

to the natural beings and things. 'l'his means that the 

subjectivity "gives the 'lrJorld its sense by making it possible 
.2 

for this sense to come about". Indeed such is the viet"l held by 

3 
Robert SokolovJski and Prof. R.A.Mall. Prof. Mall is of the opinion 

1 Sokolotvski, R., T'ae Formation of Husserl' s Concept of 
Constitution. p.196. 

Martinus Nijihoff, The Hague, 1964. 

2 Ibid., p.197. -
3 Mall, R.A., Experience and Reason. p. so. 

Martinus Nijhoff, The Hague, 1973. 
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that the meaning of constitution is not production or creation. 

but the elucidation of transcendent .. reality and. other egos have 

for us. The constitution consists .in meaning-giving activity of 

subjectiwity. It is an ultima;te method of showing_ how 1:re come 

to the sense of things and beings of the "trlOrldc. 

It must also be pointed out that for Husserl, no 

ready•made sense is-there in the pure field of transcendental 

subjectivity. The sense of things and be.ings of the ~rorla 

comes abOut· in and through the intentienal acts.- This refers 

to the noetic-noematic correlation in which lies-the-centrality 

of the· phenomenological constitution. -Here the concept of 

constitution acquires fuller and deeper meaning. Transcendental 

subjectivity is the performer of. all intentional acts and thereby 

it constitutes the transcendent reality within itself as sense. 

Everything is "given" to it in order to have sense as 

11 constituted" • "In fact, there is no givenness whic~ tor 

Husser~ does refer to us back ~o antecedents figuring in 

l'' complexes of noetic-noematic constitution". 

Having shown hm-11 all the regions of human experience is 

"carified11 1r1ithin the field of transcendental subjectivity as the 

cor:relate through description of th~i!: constitution, Husserl 

nol'J turns to ,sh_q~ ho'lrJ the other ego is constituted in order to 

1 Harttl)ann. K., . "Self-Evidence" Studies in Foundational 
·Philosophy, p. 45·. . Element a series, Edit IOns Rodopi. 
Amsterdalll, 1988. 
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dispel the charge of solipsism against phenomenology.. In 

Cartesian Meditatio~ Husserl shows· how the transcendental 

ego constitutes other egos. as equal partners in· an intersubj€:.<=- . 

tive community l.-Jhich in tum fo.tms the foundation for the 

"objective" i.e.. intersubjective vJOrld. Accot::ding to Husserl. 

our knowledge of others is to some extent indirect. The other 

is given us not in direct presentation. but only by \'lay of 

apnresentation - ~ process which acquints us 't·Jith aspects of 

an object that are not directly presented. The body of the 

other is really present to me and it belongs to the origin~l 

sphere of my otm experiences of my body. When v-;e perceive a 
. . . . 

body other than my own as .. there". rather than my 0\'110 as 0'he!re" 
. ... .. 

we apperceive it at once as the body of an alter ego by way of 

an assimilative analogy lFJithin my ot-m ego. This. hot-Jever. is not 

an inference by analogy. In this process, the analogising ego 

and the analogised alter ego are ~paired". Thus the other ego. 

while not accessible as directly as its body, can be understood 

as a modification of my own pure ego by which we put ourselves 

into his body as if I am in his placea It is the process \vhich 

makes us conscious of such an identity. Thus Husserl insists 

that t'he other egos thus ·constituted are themselves: transcendental 

and .that thes·e egos form a .corrmunity of ttmonadsa •. 

Wh_en Husseri. _saY,s. t~at the transcendent world is 

constituted t-.d.thin the field of subjectiv~ty, this does not 

mean that the .latter c_onstitutes the forme~ that exist "for. us" 
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after Husserl 1 s discovery of subject~vity 1 s quality of 

constitution. The subjec~ivity possesses the quality of 
' ' 

constitution inherently. What.Husserl is showing is that 

the transcendent things and beings receives their sense fxom 

no other source than subj ect_ivity. 

Another misunderstanding may arise in this connection. 

Husserl's statement that subjectivity canstitutes reality does 

not mean the constitution of concept or mere appearance. 

Transcendental subjectivity constitutes real'ity and not the 

appearance of real~ty as l(arit conceives. For Husserl, reality 

iS It giVen"' t0 SUbjeCtivity as tlphenomenonCO WhiCh means M absolute 

show.ing". It is through intentional const'itution tha:t transcendent 

reality gets access to pure consciousness. 

~t is quite understandable from the spirit of 

phenomenology that constitution does not mean. the creation of 

any metaphysical entity by subjectivity nor does it mean t.he 

production of any psycho!o9.;i.cal reality. Constitut:!on does not. 

mean any psyQhological act. 

we hate already pointed out that the constitution implies 

a relationship betv;een subjectivity and the world of objects. 

The fo~er is said to be the self-contained and self-sufficient 

realm which means that the world of objec~s requires consciousness 

in order to be 11 realn. The uom 113 realn does not mean to be 
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existent, because the transcendent reality is already existent. 

Here 11 real't m~ans to be meaningful. In the words of Prof. t4all : 
. 1 

"~c be i~ to be meaningfUl". 

According to Husserl, a sense is constitu·too in ttvo 

related stages, 
2 

namely, ,-i) i..T!'l the pre-pr.z-dicative constitution 

or passive genesis,. (ii) in the predi.cative constitution or active 

genesis. Passive genesis takes p~ac~ as part of our conscious 

life, and active genesis results ~'ll ideal objects 't"Jhich "break off" 

from this life and transcend it and its te.l1lporality. 

The philosophy of constitution is the culminating ~rtage 

of transcendental phenomenology when th0 latter is consistently 

and systematically carried ahead. :t'c sl"l.:lti1S ho'i:1 the v-rorld before 

us "comas to b~~ as meaningful to us<e The task of constitution 

is "co elucidate the sense t-Jhich the things and beings of the 

t1orld possess·. The philosophy of constitution is said to be a 

process ,&,dch goes on within th$ field of pure stibject:1vity and 

vJhich has no beginning and end. It is a dynamic process through 

which t~ •a achieve" gradually the meaning of transcendence. In 

short, to exist phenomenologically is meant ·to be real, ood to 

be real ·iS -meant. to bo constituted and have a sense. 

At this stage, some reflections on ~:he foregoing account 

and analysis are called for. The Phenomenological method has 

1 Hall, R .. Jh, Ex-oe];:ita-nce and Reaso~ ~, p:.52. 

2 Husser!, E.;., Cartesian Meditation~ oR•c!!:..•• p. 77. 
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been introduceC! and developed by Husserl in order to put fon~ard 

a programue :f;or rad;!.cal refom in philosophy-, :.It aims at 

establishing philosophy as a rigorous and strict science '1'rlhich 

should rest on absolutely certain principles and as such be 

universally valid and evident. In order to meat the xequirernent 

of philosophy ,tis a zigo,rous science. Husse.rl devises a .radical 

method for philosophical investigation 'l'ihich has the scientific· 

rigor of its Oi•.!h In the follot"'i'inl'.; t~ve shall tcy to give a brief 

survey of phBnomenological meth:>d as a series of steps. on the 

basis of foregoing discussion. 

One cf the basic but teachable part of phenomenological 

method is this, that philosophy must br;; free from presupposit: ions 

or preconception~. The phrase "freedom from presupposition sill 

stands f-or the ~ttempt to eliminate those presupposi-tions that;. 

have no·c been th'Jroughly examined.. But this does no·t mea.\"'! the 

emancipation :from all kinds of presuppositions ~"ld consequently 

to start. philosophizing f.rom absolutely zero. ~his principle 

prescribes us to eliminate only the unclarifiOO. unverified 

.und t.mveJ:ifiable presuppositions that are involVed. so t.!-.l;at 

nothjng dogmatic can remain hiaden ~~i~q m3Y vitiate the whole 

philosophical endeavour that is to be undertaken. subsequently. 

In order to eliminate all our naive beliefs and 

prejudices in iche exis·tence of the natural lrJOrld and m!ltaphysical 

entity. Huss,erl introduces the technique of,phanow~nological 

reduction. It is d~scribed as an philosophical ~ttitude. the 



opera·tion of "t·Jhich makes us free from our usual preocc-upation 

t·J'ith beliefs and theories o£· different kinds, such a~ metaphysical. 

natural-scientific and psychological ·and facilates to concentrate 

on essential content of ulrJhatt~ of the phenomena. Further. this 

operation helps a philosopher· to return to the "things themselves" 

-- tlj.e original data of exp;erience. ·.It faciletes also to consider 

all kinds of data-- real. unreal or doubtful as having equal 

rights in philosophical sphere. 

Having suspended all kinds of naive beliefs, a philosopher 

concentrates and starts investigation into particular phenomena 

1:-Ji thin the realm of pure consciousness·. First, one had to 

concentrate on the object intuited. This operation consists in 

keeping the ~~eyes open1
il, u looking ana listening'~ - to use the 

-
metaphorical phrases. One grasps the uniqueness of the specific 

phenomena by relating it to· other phenomena.. Then. he analyses 

the phenomena themselves to trace the elements ana structures 

of them. But the phenomenological analysis is different f%0m 

the analysis of analytic· school in that· the latters• analysis 

consists o£ the analysis o~ certain iinguistic expressions l'Jhich 

refer the phenomena and not the analysis of the phenomena themselves. 

It must b0 noted here that '~phenomenaea in phenomenology 

does not mean subjective phenomena. For Husser1 1 s concept of 

subject;ivity in'{Jolves the attempt to discover the essential 

phenome:ne i.e •• the objective essences and does not involve 
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subjective phenomena i.e. one's private and personal phenomena. 

Having explored the phetomena · in.tuitably and analytio::;:all~-:, one 

describes 'ttl hat is 10 given" to consciousn~ss as pure phenomena -

as n the original givenness'a. 

An important phenomenological procedure is eidetic -
~uition. Husserl calls.phenomenology an e~detic science which. 

deals ~Jith essences (e{Qos) .• But this does not in my vJay mean 

that phenomenological method c~~ot be applied to empirical 

sphere. By virtue of reduction. real objects of the lrJcrld is 

given as essential phenomena. However. eidetic intui·tion means 

the intuition of essences or~. As the essences ~xe. not the 

natural objects, they do not exist lik.e individual objects. 

:fbey are neither spatial nor temporal, so that. they neither 

emerge nor disappear. "The general essence or eidos has no 

reality superior to particular entities. \~he essences are ideal 

beings;, ~~he general essences, as ideal ~de of being, is 

constituted by transcendental subjectivity t-:J.ithin itself. As 

th0 essences are ideal beings, they can only be J.movm. by special 

kind of in·tuition. In order to apprehend the essences, i.;"e 

need to look at particulars s.s._;jJ1stancg tJhich stand for: the 

essences. vle can take the red of an individual rose and t'.Ye 

can see it as an instance.of a certain shade of red, in general. 

Then vJe can proce.ed to see it as· exemplifying reqpes_§. Thus the 

eidetic .intuition is one of the devices of phenomenological method o 
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Husserl introduces an important phenomenological techniqu~ 

namely, 11 free imaginative variation11
• Let us briefly say something 

about this technique with the help of an illustration •.. Remaining 

in the natural attitude, suppose that I perceive a duster on the 

table as real.· In the phenomenologically reduced sphe~ 

phenomenon "duster11 retains the same qualities as an intentional 

object of my act of perceiving.· If I am interested in finding 

out the qualities that are common to all duster~ I cannot use 

here the commonly accepted method of induetion as it presupposes 

many things e. 9•# that there exists similar things.. Ho\11ever, now 

I see before me only a single duster as a transcendent object. 

Now I can freely very the object "duster" in my fancy in that 

I transform its colour, shape. size etc. Thus I am free to 

imagine an infinite number of dusters. In this process of 

variatio~ I find common qualities of infinite number of dusters 

imag.inea and they remain untouched. The common qualities that 

we find in infinite number of imagined dusters are called eidos --
or essences .... This eidetic imaginative variation may be used to 

find out the general essence of anything. 

The culminating sta~e of phenomenological method is the 

process of constitution. The operation of reduction opens up a 

self-contained region, an apodictic region which contain its 

justification within itself. It is transcendental subjectivity. 

Every transcendent is given to it essentially and adequately. 
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Now transcendental subjectivity constitutes the sense of 

g~ven objects within itself. The given objects establish 

themselves and take shape within transcendental subjectivity. 

It is described as a process through which the "original 

givenness" gets Constituted '11-Jithin the immanent sphere' of 

transcendental consciousness~ Thus the process of constitution 

is a method for the formation of sense. 

: : : : ' 


